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Performance Appraisal Policy
A Draft Prepared by Mr. Anjan Thakur, Director, Quality and Process
1.0 Performance appraisal system: An Introduction
1.1 Performance Appraisal, also known as employee appraisal, performance evaluation, performance
assessment or performance tracking is a very commonly used term in Human Resource
Management and in most business entities. It is a management tool which is helpful in motivating
and effectively utilizing human resources.
In other words, Performance appraisal is a process of obtaining, analysing, recording employee
information in his work environment and reporting the results to those who are interested in it.
This process provides a system for assessing employees at their work for their further
development.
The performance appraisal system must adhere to the following points:
 it must be correlated with the organization’s mission, philosophies and the value system
 should cover assessment of performance as well as potential for development of the
employee
 should take care of organizational as well as individual needs / goals
 helps in creating a clean environment by


linking rewards with achievements,



generating information for the growth of the employee as well as of the organization, and



suggests appropriate person-task matching and career plans.

Feedback is an important component of performance appraisal. While positive feedback is easily
accepted, negative feedback often meets with resistance unless it is objective, based on a credible
source and given in a skilful manner.
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1.2 Importance of Performance appraisal in a university
1.2.1 A nation not only relies on natural resources but also it depends on people, management and
government. Education plays a basic role in future of nations. Higher education has vital role for
developing human resource in the economic development and growth of countries.
Higher education systems, now, are under great pressure to improve the quality of the education
they offer but also to educate increasing numbers of students (World Bank, 2000).
Hence, it is important for a university to improve university effectiveness and efficiency. Institutions
attempt to improve accountability while dealing with the more difficult and complex issue of how
to improve university effectiveness.
Many organizations have identified benchmarking as being of strategic importance in the drive for
better performance and commitment to gain a competitive merit (Gleich, et al, 2008; Neely et al,
1995). Without a general understanding of past events, there will be no permanent change and
improvement (Azma, 2010). Therefore, without the performance evaluation based on key factors,
there will be no permanent improvement in the enhancement of the quality of the universities.
Rich measurement information will have a positive and desirable effect on the quality of
management decisions (Geert and Edwin, 2004).
Thus, in order to gain the better future, strategic planning is essential. On the other hand, over the
past decades, the number of universities has been increased; therefore the international
competition highlights the importance of improved performance of strategies. In this regard,
performance assessment helps the universities to plan future strategies and set up performance
targets of employees to achieve the final target of the entire organization.
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1.3 Performance Appraisal Policy
This policy applies to all faculty and staff of the university.
The performance appraisal provides opportunity for supervisors to develop, encourage, and
recognize positive performance and work place behaviours, and to proactively identify and apply
appropriate corrective measures to address any concerns impacting the employee’s ability to meet
the established performance expectations.

All employees and faculty of ADTU will receive an annual written Performance Appraisal.
Managers/supervisors will be responsible for initiating, managing, conducting and completing the
Performance Appraisal process. If an employee has been at ADTU for less than six months at the
time of appraisals, it is not necessary to provide a written Performance Appraisal, however it is
expected that they will receive regular feedback on their performance until the next appraisal
cycle.

1.4 Purpose:
 to align annual individual goals with concerned department and university goals
 provide feedback on progress against the goals
 documenting the professional growth and development needs and achievements of
employees
 encourage and improve open communication between supervisors and their staff
 promote the improvement of individual performance
 encourage and foster continued professional development
 inform necessary updates to Job Description Questionnaires
 Collect data to support analysis and decisions in staffing, compensation and training .
 Toinform annual merit increments.
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2.0 Process of Performance Appraisal & Feedback:
2.1 Annual Appraisals
 Each department will follow either a calendar or academic/fiscal year cycle and determine their
internal timelines based on HR guidelines. The appropriate timeline should be shared with the
staff prior to the start of the evaluation process.
 All staff and employees must receive an annual written Performance Appraisal. Supervisors may
determine the timing of the annual performance cycle based on the needs and work cycles of
their respective department. The two common timelines are as follows:




Fiscal year/Academic year cycle (mention the time)
o Goal setting generally completed in the first quarter
o Performance appraisals completed, reviewed and finalized (all signatures
obtained) by (mention the time)
Calendar year cycle (mention the time)
o Goal setting generally completed in the first quarter
o Performance appraisals completed, reviewed and finalized (all signatures
obtained) by (mention the time).

 The Human Resources website will set up links to a variety of appraisal forms/templates that
may be utilized. The templates may be edited to create a customized set of appraisal forms to
evaluate performance and communicate in styles and formats that best fit the types of positions
held by the individuals in the department.

2.2 There are a total of 8 questionnaire templates
1. Employee self appraisal questionnaire (open ended)
2. Employee self appraisal questionnaire (to be filled along with discussion with the supervisor)
3. Employee self appraisal questionnaire ( structured response, includes checklist) , to be
appraised by the supervisor of the concerned employee
4. Student feedback on course questionnaire
5. Student feedback on the teacher questionnaire
6. Teacher’s self appraisal report questionnaire
7. Upward appraisal of supervisor (open ended)
8. Upward appraisal of supervisor (structured response, includes checklist)
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2.3.Questionnaire No. 1,2, 3, 7, & 8 are part of the Performance appraisal process in general i.e. for
the employees of the entire university (academic & non academic). Whereas, questionnaire no 4, 5 &
6 are solely for the academic staff.

2.4Steps in the appraisal process for academic & non academic both(Questionnaire No. 1,2, 3, 7, 8.)
Performance appraisal involves an evaluation of actual against desired performance. It also helps in
reviewing various factors which influence performance. Managers should plan performance
development strategies in a structured manner for each employee. In doing so, they should keep
the goals of the organization in mind and aim at optimal utilization of all available resources,
including financial. Performance appraisal is a multistage process in which communication plays an
important role.
Step 1:Creating a Performance plan :The basis of an effective performance plan is developing
and communicating clearly defined performance expectations to assist the staff member in
understanding how the duties and responsibilities should be performed. Performance
expectations should focus on end results not just activities. Expectations for the appraisal cycle
should be communicated in the performance appraisal (e.g., in the Goals/Project/Responsibility
section of the appraisal).
Inform the staff member of the performance appraisal period and that he/she will soon be
receiving a Performance and Staff Development Plan. The goals and activities in this plan must be
discussed between the employee and the supervisor.Describe the key goals, projects and/or
responsibilities the staff member will have for the coming appraisal cycle. This occurs in the
beginning of each performance year.
Step 2: Acknowledging the plan: In this stage the employee will review the plan and consult the
supervisor if he/she has any questions. Then it is important for the employee to acknowledge
and commit to the plan.
Step 3:Timely performance feedback: Managers/supervisors shall meet with each employee
periodically to review goals, assess progress, and, as applicable, clarify or redefine expectations
for the remainder of the cycle. Additionally, there are specific events that will require an off-cycle
review session to be performed. Communication shall occur throughout the cycle on employee
progress toward meeting goals.
Step 4: Conducting the annual performance appraisal: The purpose of the annual performance
appraisal at the end of the cycle is to provide an opportunity for the manager/supervisor to meet
with each employee to review performance results and assign a final overall rating for the cycle.
Managers/supervisors shall not submit final overall ratings for employees until an annual
performance appraisal, supported by ongoing performance documentation, has been completed
in compliance with this policy.
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In the first stage it will require the employee to fill the‘questionnaire no 1. Employee self

appraisal questionnaire (open ended)’
In the second stage, the ‘questionnaire no. 2Employee self appraisal questionnaire’is
required to be filled by the employee after having a discussion with the supervisor on the
basis of his/ her responses from questionnaire no 1. This is followed by the supervisor
assigning an annual performance rating in space provided in the questionnaire no 2.
Once the supervisor gives his rating, there is scope for the employee to agree or disagree
with the appraisal rating being assigned to him / her along with a written response.
After the first two questionnaires are completed the supervisor now fill the ‘Questionnaire no 3

Employee self appraisal questionnaire (structured response, includes checklist) for
apprising the employee on relevant performance factors.
Once reviewed and signed by the manager/supervisor and next-level
manager/supervisor, the employee shall review, sign and date the annual performance
appraisal document. The employee’s signature confirms only that the employee has
received the document. However, if an employee refuses to sign, then the
manager/supervisor shall note the employee’s refusal on the document.

Step 5:As a best practice, ADTU strongly encourages supervisors and department heads, to
use upward appraisals to facilitate two-way performance communication with their staff &
faculty. Two templates are provided to obtain feedback; open-ended, structured response
along with checklist, similar to the formats of the staff appraisal templates. However, the
nature of the feedback solicited is related to an individual’s performance in the areas of
supervision, management, and leadership. Name of those templates are:
 Questionnaire 7 Upward appraisal of supervisor (open ended),
 Questionnaire 8 Upward appraisal of supervisor (structured response, includes
checklist)
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3.0.Guidelines for upward appraisal
1. Conduct the upward appraisal process only after you have completed and delivered employee
self appraisal for yourself and your staff.
2. Establish guiding principles, procedures, and a timeline for the upward appraisal process.
3. Communicate these in writing prior to the distribution of the appraisal questionnaires.
4. Since the independent perspective of all members of the staff is important, requesteach person
to complete and submit his or her appraisal individually.
5. To protect confidentiality, ask staff to complete their appraisals anonymously andsend them to a
third party for review and summary. If needed, provide preaddressedenvelopes. Options for a
third party may include the individual to whom you report, your HR Services Manager, or a
trusted administrative colleague willing to serve in the role.
6. Ask the third party to provide you with a summary of common themes. The summaryshould not
identify or attempt to identify individuals and no verbatim statementsshould be shared, with or
without attributing them to an individual. Include theseexpectations in your communication to
staff.
7. At the end of the process, thank staff for their willingness to provide feedback and,as
appropriate, acknowledge what you have learned and actions you plan to take asa result of the
upward appraisal process.
Step 6: Feedback: After the formal appraisal stage, a feedback session is desirable. This session
should involve verbal communication, listening, problem solving, negotiating, compromising,
conflict resolution and reaching consensus.
Step 7: Decision making: On the basis of appraisal and feedback results, various decisions can be
made about giving rewards (e.g., promotion, incentives, etc.) and punishments (e.g., demotion).
The outcome of an appraisal system should also be used for career development.
Step 8: Development of performance: The last stage of performance appraisal is 'development
of performance,' or professional development, by providing opportunities for upgrading skills
and professional interactions. This can be done by supporting participation in professional
conferences or by providing opportunities for further study. Such opportunities can also act as
incentives or rewards to employees.
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4.0.Important points for Employee Self Appraisal :
 All employees are encouraged to submit a self-appraisal.


This document is expected to include a summary of contributions, assessment of progress
towards established goals, and areas of improvement and/or development.



The self-appraisal document must be considered by the supervisor when completing the
formal appraisal.



Submitted self-appraisals must be attached to the Performance Appraisal that is sent to
the second-level supervisor and Human Resources.



Exceptions to preparation of a self-appraisal may be made with agreement among the
employee, manager and the second level supervisor.

 Numerical ratings should be supported by supervisor’s comments.
 It is mandatory for the supervisorsto meet with each employee to review and discuss their
performance; the written appraisal can be given to the employee before, during, or after this
meeting. Upon receipt of the written appraisal, the employee will be allowed at least two
business days to review it before responding to or signing the appraisal.
 The employee will have the opportunity to include a response to the appraisal that will become
part of the official documentation.
 Performance Appraisals are expected to include a plan of work, also known as goals and
objectives, and/or written expectations.
 Supervisor and their employees must work together to develop the plans of work, goals and
objectives, and expectations that align with university and departmental goals. Timing of
developing these plans should coincide with the determination of university/department goals
for that upcoming year.


These plans, goals, and/or expectations must be included as expectations to be assessed
on the next evaluation.

 The appraisals must receive two levels of supervisor signatures prior to submission to HR.Each
performance appraisal must include an overall rating as well as signatures from the employee,
the supervisor who wrote the appraisal and the manager of that supervisor.
 The final appraisal, including all related documents and appropriate signatures must be
forwarded to Human Resources in accordance with the pre-established timeline. The supervisor
must provide the employee with a copy of all final appraisal documentation.
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 All employees and staff will be appraised on a scale of 1-5 (whole numbers only). No other scale
may be substituted. The definitions of these numbers are:
5 = Outstanding:Performance during appraisal period was consistently exceptional, significantly
exceeding all expectations for the position.
4 = Exceeds Expectations: Performance during appraisal period met all expectations and
frequently exceeded some expectations for the position.
3 =Successful/ Meets Expectations: Performance during appraisal period effectively fulfilled all
expectations for the position.
2 = Does Not Meet Expectations: Performance during appraisal period met some, but not all
expectations for the position. Performance improvement process should be initiated or continued.
1 = Unsatisfactory: Performance during appraisal period consistently failed to meet minimum
expectations for the position. Individual lacks or did not apply knowledge, skills or behaviour
expected for the position. Performance documentation process (e.g. written warning,
Performance Improvement Plan) should be initiated or continued. This rating is not to be used for
employees new in their position, see “NA” rating below.
NA = New: Individual has not been in position long enough (at least six months) to fully
demonstrate the competencies required for the position. This appraisal is provided for feedback
purposes.

5.0Teacherappraisal process and feedback from students (only for academic staff&
students)(Questionnaire No. 4, 5 & 6.)
ADTU strongly believes in evaluating their courses and programmes continuously.The
programmes are monitored, reviewed and renewed to ensure that the teaching (including the
teaching and learning activities and the assessment) and course (objectives, learning outcomes
and contents) quality are upto-standards and up-to-date. Evaluating teacher’s own teaching is a
way to identify the strong aspects of their practice, as well as their weaknesses which may need
to be changed and improved. At ADTU the teachers take initiatives and responsibility to evaluate
their teaching and make improvements over time.
Questionnaire no. 4 & 5 are administered for feedback from students on course and teaching.
Questionnaire 4 Student Feedback on course consists of structured responses as well as open
ended questions on the course and programme of study.
Questionnaire 5 Student Feedback on teachers consists course consists of structured responses
as well as open ended questions to gather their opinion regarding the teacher in various areas.
Questionnaire 6 Teacher Self Appraisal Report is based on the guidelines given by the UGC on
the appraisal of teachers in a university.
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Please note that the academic staff / teachers will also have to go through the above mentioned
employee self appraisal process along with the teacher appraisal process separately. For the academic
staff they need to complete the teacher appraisal process before the employee self appraisal process.

1. Training
 Supervisors & managers must receive HR-approved training on performance management and
also on ADTU’s performance management system, policies and processes.

2. Performance Documentation
Any employee that receives a 1 or 2 rating overall on his/her appraisal must receive performance
documentation as applicable (e.g. Performance Improvement Plan (PIP)), written warning, or outlined in
next performance year’s plan of work/goals & objectives). If someone is already on a PIP for the
appraisal year, the manager is encouraged to consult with HR before the appraisal is shared with the
employee.

3. Reports
 After all departments/divisions have completed the performance appraisal process and cycle,
Human Resources will provide an annual report to University Council that includes statistics
regarding Staff and Faculty Performance Appraisals from the respective performance year.

4. Guiding principles
 Supervisors must communicate the department’s performance appraisal timeline and process to
their employees on an annual basis.
 Goals and expectations should be clearly defined and communicated at the start of the
performance management cycle and sync with the university/departmental goals as well as the
employee’s job description questionnaire (JDQ).
 Supervisors should provide performance criteria, standards or metrics so that the employees
have a clear picture about the various performance rating levels in terms of performance and
actions, e.g. what would it take to be considered an “outstanding” performer?
 Goals and expectations should be monitored throughout the performance cycle. This should
occur as two-way dialogue between the supervisor and the employee regarding progress against
the established goals.
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 Supervisors should apply the performance appraisal process consistently among employees
within their respective department.
 Performance appraisals should include an assessment of the employee’s demonstration of the
university’s core values, with specific attention to diversity and inclusion.
 Employees are encouraged to seek input from others with whom they work and interact (key
“customers” and/or teammates) on their performance.

6.0.

Individual Development Plan ( refer Individual development plan template)

Individual development is a key focus area for the university. This plan is designed to identify areas of
growth for employees, either in their current position or in preparation for the future roles. Areas of
focus typically relate to knowledge or skills. Like the performance management cycle, the individual
development cycle should be a process that begins with identifying the areas where the employee
would like to develop; followed by regular feedback throughout the year; with an update on progress at
the end of the year.
Kindly note, the individual development plan should not be included to address performance issues in
an employee’s current role. If an employee is not meeting the current job expectations, the
performance improvement process should be initiated. Remember that development may be addressed
in a number of ways, including: Training (classroom, webinar, seminar, university courses,
etc.),observation of a skill (job shadowing),placement on a project team, on-the-job experience
(broadening within a current role), independent reading etc.
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Self Appraisal–(Open-Ended) Questionnaire 1

1. Employee Name

2. Appraisal Period

3. Department

4. Job Position

The assessment of my performance during this evaluation period related to the measures and expectations
established for my key responsibilities, annual plan of work, and/or performance goals/objectives is given below:

5.

Key Responsibilities: Following are the list of primary ongoing responsibilities of my current job position
(job description attached for reference).

6. Appraisal of my performance related to Key Responsibilities

7. Annual Plan of Work (POW)/Performance Objectives: The following are my performance goals
/objectives for this appraisal period. They are identified to ensure clear performance expectations, track
my progress, enhance my performance and contribute to the continuous improvement of the
department’s quality service, productivity, also cost-effective use of resources. (annual plan of work
(POW), may be attached as a reference).

8. Appraisal of My Performance Related to Annual POW or Performance Goals/Objectives

9. Appraisal of My Performance Related to Core Values

10. Appraisal of My Performance Related to Diversity & Inclusion
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Self Appraisal – Questionnaire 2
(To be filled after discussion with the supervisor)

1.

Employee Name

2.

Appraisal Period

3.

Department

4.

Job Position

5. Current Position Summary: Provide a brief summary of your responsibilities in your current position
during this period. (job description may be attached for reference if it is up to date)

6. Adjusted Responsibilities: Provide a note on any job changes, responsibilities, promotionsor projects
added since the last update of your job description, plan of work or performance goals/objectives, as well
as any special circumstances that provide a context for this performance review.

7. Performance Appraisal Discuss and evaluate your performance. Base your appraisal upon the position
summary, adjusted responsibilities and your performance goals for the performance cycle.

a) Accomplishment of key responsibilities

b) Achievement of the goals established during the previous year

c) Identify areas of exceptional performance on your part that should be particularly noted. Provide
specific examples.

d) Identify areas of your performance that needs more attention / improvement. Provide specific
examples.

e) Demonstration of ADTU and department’s core value

f)

Appraisal of performance related to diversity & inclusion
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Overall Annual Performance Rating
(Circle one rating below ,this will be done by the supervisor after discussing the above with the employee)
5 Outstanding: Performance during appraisal period was consistently exceptional, significantly exceeding all
expectations for the position.

4 Exceeds Expectations: Performance during appraisal period met all expectations and frequently
exceeded some expectations for the position.
3 Successful/Meets Expectations: Performance during appraisal period effectively fulfilled all
expectations for the position.
2 Does Not Meet Expectations:
Performance during appraisal period met some, but not all expectations
for the position. Performance improvement process should be initiated or continued.

1 Unsatisfactory: Performance during appraisal period consistently failed to meet minimum
expectations for the position. Individual lacks or did not apply knowledge, skills, or behavior
expected for the position. Performance documentation process (e.g. written warning,
Performance Improvement Plan) should be initiated or continued. This rating is not to be used for
employees new in their position, see “NA” rating below.
N/A New: Individual has not been in position long enough (at least six months) to fully demonstrate the
competencies required for the position. This appraisal is provided for feedback purposes.

Signatures and Statements
Name of Immediate Supervisor:

Remarks:

Date:

Signature:

Name of Next Level Supervisor:

Remarks:

Date:

Signature:

Employee Signature:

Date:

 the signature acknowledges that the appraisal was discussed with employee; it does not
signify employee’s agreement with appraisal
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Employee response statements:






I agree with the appraisal as written (no response provided).
I agree with the appraisal as written (response provided).
I do not agree with the appraisal as written (no response provided).
I do not agree with the appraisal as written (response provided).

Self Appraisal – Checklist (Questionnaire 3)
Appraised by supervisor –Structured Response
1. Employee Name

2. Appraisal Period

3. Department

4. Job Position

Appraisal of Performance on relevant Performance factors
(Rating Scale: 1=lowest 5=highest)

Adaptability

Rating:

Adapts to changes in the work environment
Manages competing demands
Accepts instruction and constructive feedback
Changes approach or method to best fit the situation
Comments:
Attendance and Punctuality
Schedules time off in advance
Begins working on time
Keeps absences within guidelines
Ensures work responsibilities are covered when absent
Arrives at meetings and appointments on time
Comments:

Rating:
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Communication Skills

Rating:

Expresses ideas and thoughts well verbally
Expresses ideas and thoughts well in written
Exhibits good listening and comprehension
Keep others adequately informed
Selects and uses appropriate communication methods

Comments:

Cooperation

Rating:

Establishes and maintains effective relationships
Exhibits tact and consideration
Displays positive outlook
Offers assistance and support to co-workers
Works cooperatively in group situations
Works actively to resolve conflicts

Comments:

Dependability
Responds to requests for service and assistance
Follows instructions, responds to management direction
Takes responsibility for own actions
Commits to doing the best job possible
Keeps commitments

Rating:
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Comments:

Initiative

Rating:

Volunteers readily
Undertakes self-development activities
Seeks increased responsibilities
Takes independent actions and calculated risks
Looks for opportunities to contribute
Asks for help when needed

Comments:

Job Knowledge

Rating:

Competent in required job skills and knowledge
Exhibits ability to learn and apply new skills
Up to date about current developments
Requires minimal supervision
Displays understanding of how this job relates to others
Uses resources effectively

Comments:

Organization Support
Follows policies and procedures

Rating:
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Completes administrative tasks correctly and on time
Supports organization’s goals and values
Benefits organization through outside activities
Supports and respects diversity
Comments:

Planning and Organization

Rating:

Prioritizes and plans work activities
Uses time effectively
Plans for additional resources
Integrates changes smoothly
Sets goals and objectives
Works in an organized manner
Comments:

Problem Solving

Rating:

Identifies problems in a timely manner
Gathers and analyzes information skillfully
Develops alternative solutions
Resolves problems in early stages
Works well in group problem solving situations
Comments:

Productivity
Consistently handles assigned workload
Establishes and manages priorities effectively
Works efficiently and uses time and resources effectively
Establishes processes and procedures for getting work done

Rating:
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Comments:

Quality

Rating:

Demonstrates accuracy and thoroughness
Displays commitment to excellence
Looks for ways to improve and promote quality
Applies feedback to improve performance
Monitors own work to ensure quality
Comments:

Core Values/Diversity & Inclusion

Rating:

Demonstrates student centeredness
Demonstrates professional development
Demonstrates integrity and ethics
Demonstrates respect for all others
Demonstrates commitment to diversity and inclusion
Demonstrates innovation and flexibility
Demonstrates teamwork and collaboration
Comments

Additional Performance Factors Related to this Position

•

Rating:

Comments:

•

Rating:
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Comments:

•

Rating:

Comments:

Student Feedback on course – (Questionnaire 4)
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Programme / Course:
Department:

Semester/Term/Year:

You are required to rate the courses based on the following attributes using the 4 - point scale
shown below.
A

B

Strongly agree

Agree

4

Parameters

1. This course
has applicability
and has
relevance to real
life situations
2. Excellent
course coverage
3. The textual
materials
provided for this
course is easily
understandable
and gives clarity
about the
subject
4. Additional
reading
materials for this
subject is easily
available in the
library

5. This course
helped me
enhance my
knowledge ,

C
Disagree

3

D
Strongly
Disagree

2

1

A

B

C

D

Strongly
agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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concepts,
manual and
analytical skills
6. The course
content and
projects done( if
any) provides
proper insight to
the subject
7. I am happy
that I enrolled
for this course

8. What do you like best about this course?

9. What changes would you like to bring to this course?

Student Feedback on Teacher – (Questionnaire 5)
Programme / Course:
Department:

Semester/Term/Year:

You are required to rate the teacherbased on the following attributes using the 4 - point scale
shown below.
A

B

C

D
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Strongly agree

Agree

4

Parameters

1. The teacher
motivates and
inspires to learn
2. He / she
stimulates your
curiosity
regarding the
subject
3. Provides
support for the
development of
your analytical
skills and critical
thinking
4. Provides
relevant reading
materials and
resources
5. Provides
timely feedback
on the student’s
progress
6. He/she has
good hold of the
subject and the
students can
comprehend the
concept when
taught by the
teacher
7. Shows respect
and concern for

Disagree

3

Strongly
Disagree

2

1

A

B

C

D

Strongly
agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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students as
individuals
8. Completes the
course on time
9. Available to
the students for
help and
guidance
10. Incorporates
quizzes, projects,
assignment etc
to evaluate the
students
11. Provided
sufficient time
for this feedback

12. What are the teacher’s strengths?

13. What suggestions do you have to improve the teaching?
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Teacher Self-AppraisalReport (Questionnaire 6)

Name:

Date of Birth:

Address & Phone no:

Email:

Department / Designation:
Area of Specialization:

Academic Qualifications (from SSC to Post Graduation):
Examination

Board/University

Year of
Passing

% of
marks

Division/
Class /
Grade

Subjects

Research Degrees:
Name of the Degree
M.PHIL
PH.D
D.Sc / D.Litt
Any other training

Title of the
Thesis

Date of Award

Name of University
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Teaching Experience
Total Teaching Experience: _________________
Courses Taught

Name of University/ college/
institution

Duration

Undergraduate
(B.A./B.Sc., etc. Pass)
(B.A./B.Sc. etc. Hons.)
Post Graduate
(M.A./ M.Sc., etc.)
M.Phil
Any other

I.

TEACHING, LEARNING, AND EVALUATION RELATED ACTIVITIES
(Max. Total API = 125, Min. Required API = 75)
1. Lectures, seminars, tutorials, practical, contact hours as per teaching hours
allocated
(Max Score = 50)
a. Job Responsibilities

Subjects Batch
No. of
No. of
Total
Actual
Pass
Placement
Taught Details Lectures lectures Capacity student percentage Percentage
Allocated taken
of the strength
(%)
class
(%)
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b.Laboratory experiments

2. Lectures or other teaching duties in excess of the UGC norms

(Max. Score = 10)

a. Remedial Teaching / Student Counseling (academic)

b. Any other

3. Preparation and Imparting of knowledge / instruction as per curriculum; syllabus
enrichment by providing additional resources to students
(Max. Score = 20)

a. Design of Curriculum
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b. Preparation of resource material including books, reading materials,
laboratory manuals etc.

4. Use of participatory and innovative teaching / learning methodologies, updating of
subject content, course improvement etc.
(Max. Score = 20)

a. Teaching methods used apart from lectures

b. Revision of subject matter during last academic year
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5. Examination duties (Invigilation; question paper setting, evaluation/assessment of
answer scripts) as per allotment

(Max. Score = 25)

a. No. of invigilation duties performed

b. No. of question papers set (mention subjects)

c. Evaluation methods

d. Steps taken by you for the evaluation of the course programme taught
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II.

CO- CURRICULAR, EXTENSION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT RELATED
ACTIVITIES.
(Max. Total API = 50 , Min. Required API = 15)

1. Student related co-curricular, extension and field based activities (such as extension
work through NSS/NCC and other channels, cultural ctivities, subject related events,
advisement and counseling)
(Max. Score = 20)
a. Extension Work/Community Service :

i. Community work such as values of National Integration, secularism, democracy,
socialism, humanism, peace, scientific temper, flood or drought relief, small family
norms etc.

ii. National Literacy Mission
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iii. Positions held/Leadership role played in organizations linked with
Extension work and National Service Scheme (NSS), or NCC or any other
similar activity.

iv. Student Counseling and course related activities

2. Contribution to corporate life, management of department and institution through
participation in academic and administrative committees and responsibilities
(Max. Score = 15)

a. Participation in Corporate Life (Provide a brief account of your additional contribution
in the following areas)

i.

College/University/Institution

ii.

Co-curricular activities
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iii.

Enrichment of campus life (hostels, sports, games, cultural activities)

iv.

Students welfare and Discipline

v.

Membership/Participation in Bodies (within Assam Downtown
University)
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2. Professional Development activities (such as participation in seminars, conferences,
short term training courses, talks, lectures, membership of associations)
(max. score=15)

a. Seminars, Conferences, Symposia, Workshops etc. attended
Title of the Paper

Title Of Seminar
/ Conference/
Workshop/
Training
Program/
Others

Organizer

International / National /
State / University or
College level

b. Membership of Professional Bodies, Editorship of Journals etc (if any other
than ADTU):
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III.

RESEARCH AND ACADEMIC CONTRIBUTIONS (State any contributions under
specified criteria)

1

Have you ever
enrolled in Ph.D?

Yes

No

N/A

2

Did you complete
your Ph.D after
48 months of your
enrolment?

Yes

No

N/A

3

Research paper
written during the
assessment
academic session?

Yes

No

N/A

4

Seminar /
Conference
attended during
the academic
assessment

Yes

No

N/A

If Yes,
please
enclose
the
details
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session?

5

Have you availed
with the funding
from University
for participating in
National Seminar
after completion
of 12 months in
the Organization?

Yes

No

N/A

6

Have you availed
with the funding
from University
for participating in
International
Seminar after
completion of 3
years in the
organization?

Yes

No

N/A

SECTION A

1. For Faculty of Engineering/ Agriculture/ Veterinary Science/ Science/ Medical
Sciences

a. Research Papers published:

i. Refereed Journals

(Max. Points = 15 / publication)
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ii. Non-Refereed but recognized and reputable journals and periodicals, having ISBN/ISSN
numbers
(Max. Points = 10 / publication)

iii. Conference proceedings as full papers, etc (Abstracts not to be included)
(Max. Points 10 / publication)

b. Research Publications (books, chapters in books, other than refereed journal articles)

i. Text or reference books published by international publishers with an established peer
review system. (Max. Points = 50/sole author, 10/chapter in an edited book)

ii. Subjects Books by National level publishers/State and Central Govt. Publications with
ISBN/ISSN numbers.
(Max Points = 25/sole author, 5/chapter in edited books)
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iii. Subject books by other local publishers with ISBN/ISSN numbers.
(Max points = 15/sole author and 3/chapter in edited books)

iv.Chapters contributed to edited knowledge based volumes published by International
Publishers.
(Max points = 10 / chapter)
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v. Chapters in knowledge based volumes by Indian/National level publishers with
ISBN/ISSN numbers and with numbers of national and international directories.
(Max points = 5 / chapter)

c. Research Projects Sponsored / Unsponsored

i. Major projects amount mobilized with grants above Rs. 30.0 lakhs
(Max points = 20/project)
Title of the
Project

Name of
sponsor (if
funded, else
write N/A)

Duration
(mention start
and end date, if
ongoing mention
start date and
write ‘ongoing,)

Remarks

ii. Major projects amount mobilized with grants above Rs .5 lakhs to 30.0 lakhs
(Max points =15/project)
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Title of the
Project

Name of
sponsor (if
funded, else
write N/A)

Duration
(mention start
and end date, if
ongoing mention
start date and
write ‘ongoing,)

Remarks

iii. Major projects amount mobilized with grants above Rs. 50,000 to 5.0 lakhs
(Max points = 10/project)

Title of the
Project

Name of
sponsor (if
funded, else
write N/A)

Duration
(mention start
and end date, if
ongoing mention
start date and
write ‘ongoing,)

Remarks
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d. Consultancy Research Projects – Amount mobilized with minimum of Rs. 10 lakhs
(Max points = 10 for every 10 lakhs)

Title of the
Project

Duration
(mention start
and end date, if
ongoing mention
start date and
write ‘ongoing’)

Remarks

e. Completed Project report (mention major or minor project)
(Max. points = 20 for each major project and 10 for each minor project)
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f. Patent/ Technology transfer/ Product / Process:
(Max points = 30 for each national level output or patent and 50 for each for international
level)

Title of the
Project

Mention
National or
international
Level output or
patent /

Remarks

g. Research Guidance:
(Max points= 3 per candidate for M.Phil. , 10 per candidate for Ph.D, 7
per candidate for thesis submitted)

Name of
student

Research
guidance
(mention
M.Phil or
Ph.D)

Thesis submitted
/ Not submitted
(mention)

Remarks
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h. Training courses and Conference / Seminar / Workshop papers:

i. Max points for Refresher courses, methodology workshops, training, TeachingLearning-Evaluation technology programmes, Faculty Development Programmes
= 30, 1 week duration = 10 points each , Not less than 2 weeks = 20 points each)

Title of the
Programme /
Course

Duration

Remarks
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ii. Papers in Conferences/ Seminars/ Workshops etc. (Participation and
Presentation of research papers (oral/poster) in)
* If a paper presented in Conference/Seminar is published in the form of Proceedings, the
points would accrue for the publication (III.1.a) and not under presentation (III.1.h.ii)

 International conference

 National

(Max. Points. = 10 each)

(Max. Points = 7.5 each)

 Regional/State level

(Max. Points = 5 each)

 Local-University/College level

(Max. Points = 3 each)
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iii. Invited lectures or presentations for conferences/ symposia

 International

(Max. Points = 10 each)

 National

(Max. Points = 5 each)

SECTION B

2. For Faculty of Languages/ Arts/ Humanities/ Social Science/ Library / Physical
education/ Management
a. Research Papers published:

i. Refereed Journals

(Max. Points = 15 / publication)

ii. Non-Refereed but recognized and reputable journals and periodicals, having
ISBN/ISSN numbers
(Max. Points = 10 / publication)
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iii. Conference proceedings as full papers, etc (Abstracts not to be included)
(Max. Points 10 / publication)

b. Research Publications (books, chapters in books, other than refereed journal articles)

i. Text or reference books published by international publishers with an established
peer review system.
(Max. Points = 50/sole author, 10/chapter in an edited
book)

ii. Subjects Books by National level publishers/State and Central Govt. Publications with
ISBN/ISSN numbers.
(Max Points = 25/sole author, 5/chapter in edited books)
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iii. Subject books by other local publishers with ISBN/ISSN numbers.
(Max points = 15/sole author and 3/chapter in edited books)

iv. Chapters contributed to edited knowledge based volumes published by International
Publishers.
(Max points = 10 / chapter)

v. Chapters in knowledge based volumes by Indian/National level publishers with
ISBN/ISSN numbers and with numbers of national and international directories.
(Max points = 5 / chapter)
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c. Research Projects Sponsored / Unsponsored

i. Major projects amount mobilized with grants above Rs. 5.0 lakhs
(Max points = 20/project)
Title of the
Project

Name of
sponsor (if
funded, else
write N/A)

Duration
(mention start
and end date, if
ongoing mention
start date and
write ‘ongoing,)

Remarks

ii. Major projects amount mobilized with grants above Rs 3.0 lakhs to 5.0 lakhs
(Max points = 15/project)
Title of the
Project

Name of
sponsor (if
funded, else
write N/A)

Duration
(mention start
and end date, if
ongoing mention
start date and
write ‘ongoing,)

Remarks
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iii. Major projects amount mobilized with grants above Rs. 25,000 to 3.0 lakhs
(Max points = 10/project)
Title of the
Project

Name of
sponsor (if
funded, else
write N/A)

Duration
(mention start
and end date, if
ongoing mention
start date and
write ‘ongoing,)

Remarks

d. Consultancy Research Projects – Amount mobilized with minimum of Rs. 2 lakhs
(Max points = 10 for every 2 lakhs)

Title of the
Project

Duration
(mention start
and end date, if
ongoing mention
start date and
write ‘ongoing,)

Remarks
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e. Completed Project report - mention major or minor project (accepted by funding
agency)
(Max. points = 20 for each major project and 10 for each minor project)

f. Major Policy document of Govt. Bodies at Central and State level:
(Max points = 30 for each national level output or patent and 50 for each for international
level)

Title of the
Project

Mention
National or
international
Level output or
patent /

Remarks
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g. Research Guidance:
(Max points= 3 per candidate for M.Phil. , 10 per candidate for Ph.D, 7 per
candidate for thesis submitted)

Name of
student

Research
guidance
(mention
M.Phil or
Ph.D)

Thesis submitted
/ Not submitted
(mention)

Remarks

h. Training courses and Conference / Seminar / Workshop papers:

(Max points for Refresher courses, methodology workshops, training, Teaching- LearningEvaluation technology programmes, Faculty Development Programmes = 30, 1 week
duration = 10 points each , Not less than 2 weeks = 20 points each)
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Title of the
Programme /
Course

Duration

Remarks

i. Papers in Conferences/ Seminars/ Workshops etc. (Participation and Presentation of
research papers (oral/poster) in)
* If a paper presented in Conference/Seminar is published in the form of Proceedings, the
points would accrue for the publication (III.1.a) and not under presentation (III.1.h.ii)

 International conference

(Max. Points. = 10 each)
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 National

 Regional/State level

 Local-University/College level

(Max. Points = 7.5 each)

(Max. Points = 5 each)

(Max. Points = 3 each)

j. Invited lectures or presentations for conferences/ symposia

 International

(Max. Points = 10 each)

 National

(Max. Points = 5 each)
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3. State brief assessment of your performance indicating
1. Achievements, 2. Difficulties faced and 3. Suggestions for improvement

4. Any other information

(Signature of the Teacher)

5. * Verification of factual data

a. General Information

b. Teaching

c. Details of Innovations/Contribution in teaching, during the year

d. Improvement of Professional competence

e. Research contributions

f. Extension work/community service
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g. Participation in Corporate Life

Upward Appraisal of Supervisor – Open-Ended (Questionnaire 7)

Discuss and evaluate your supervisor’s performance. Base your appraisal on your understanding of
his/her responsibilities and factors such as planning, budgeting, knowledge/expertise, management
skills and leadership traits.

1. Identify areas of exceptional performance by the supervisor that should be particularly
noted. Provide specific examples.

2. What should the supervisor keep doing?

3. Identify areas of performance by the supervisor needing more attention or improvement.
Provide specific examples.

4. What should the supervisor stop doing?

5. Demonstration of ADTU’s core values
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6. What should the supervisor start doing?

Upward Appraisal of Supervisor – Checklist/Structured Response (Questionnaire 8)

1. Supervisor Name

2. Appraisal Period

3. Department

4. Job Position

Appraisal of Performance on relevant Leadership and Management skills
(Rating Scale: 1=lowest 5=highest)

Leadership

Rating:

Communicates a shared vision; demonstrates integrity, self-awareness, teamwork, and risk-taking.
Empowers and encourages self-development and growth. Establishes and demonstrates ADTU’s
core values.

Comments:
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Individual Leadership Style

Rating:

Uses appropriate interpersonal styles and methods in guiding individuals (direct reports, peers,
superiors) toward goal achievement. Modifies behavior according to tasks and individuals involved.

Comments

Implementation of Staff Appraisal and
Development Processes

Rating:

Establishes development plans; conducts periodic reviews. Provides coaching sessions, performs
objective, on-time annual appraisals. Recognizes and rewards employee contributions and provides
informal and formal training/development opportunities.

Comments:

Communications

Rating:

Express ideas and information concisely and accurately, both verbally and in writing.
Listens, understands, and responds in an effective and professional manner.
Shares pertinent information to staff in a timely manner.

Comments:
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Team Development

Rating:

Builds effective cross-functional teams. Use individual strengths to accomplish goals. Maintains a
balance between individual and business needs.Hires, develops, and promotes best talent.

Comments:

Respect, Diversity & Pluralism

Rating:

Ensures equal opportunity and treats employees fairly and consistently. Taps into the talents and
differences of each individual. Addresses special employee needs. Ensures fair and open business
practices.

Comments:

Quality of Work Environment

Rating:

Creates a positive work environment and ensures security and safety of all employees. Maintains a
harassment-free environment.

Comments:

Sensitivity

Rating:
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Takes actions that indicate a consideration for feelings and needs of others.Aware of the effect of
his/her behavior on others.

Comments:

Collaboration

Rating:

Works effectively with others in the organization outside the line of formal authority, (e.g., peers in
other departments/divisions, senior administration) to accomplish organizational goals.

Comments:

Project Planning

Rating:

Establishes a course of action for self/others to accomplish specific goals.Allocates people and
resources to execute plans with required time frames.

Comments:

Analysis

Rating:
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Relates and compares data from different sources. Secures relevant information and identifies key
issues and relationships from a base of information.

Comments:

Judgment

Rating:

Develops alternative courses of action and makes fair judgementbased on logical assumptions and
factual information.

Comments:

Innovation & Flexibility

Rating:

Provides creative solutions to work situations. Open to try different and new ways to deal with
organizational problems and opportunities.

Comments:

Independence

Rating:
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Takes independent decisions and actions in which the dominant influence is one’s own convictions
rather than the influence of other’s opinions or reactions.

Comments:

Decisiveness

Rating:

Makes timely decisions. Seeks feedback when feasible, renders judgment,
communicates decision and takes action.

Comments:

Coaching

Rating:

Facilitates the development of the employee’s knowledge and skills and provides timely feedback
and training to help reach goals.

Comments:

Initiative

Rating:
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Is proactive rather than passive. Takes actions to achieve goals beyond what is required.

Comments:

Quality Service Orientation

Rating:

Makes an effort to listen and understand the customer (both internal and external). Anticipates
customer needs. Gives high priority to customer satisfaction.

Comments:
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Individual Development Plan Template
Name: ________________________________________
Date: ____________________________
Instructions: Identify the areas where you would like to develop (either in terms of your
knowledge or your skills) – this may relate to either your current position, or a future
position (or both). Describe what specific actions you will take to develop in that area.
Finally indicate when you plan to complete this activity.
Knowledge/Skills

Specific Actions to be
undertaken

Due Date

Performance
Enhancement
(Current
Position)







Career
Development
(Future
Positions)
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Note that development may take many forms: training, additional reading, on-the -job experience,
projects, assignments, consultancies etc.

Supervisor Name: __________________________________
Date: _________________________

